
First collections



Mireille’s collections draw its 
inspiration from tableware 
tradition and beyond by making 
the link between the past 
and the present.

Showcasing designer’s talent 
and craftsmen’s know-how, bold 
materials and contemporary 
design, Mireille provides a singular 
and exquisite experience. 

I invite you to discover 
our first editions.

Michaël Mazzoni,
Founder & CEO



Creates as a solid ark to embark 
precious candlesticks and 
single-flower vases, Noé forever 
changes the tableware lifestyle.

Noé
Centerpiece

Design Samuel Accoceberry



Noé
Centerpiece

Design Samuel Accoceberry

Beyond modularity, this 
centrepiece expresses an 
everlasting renewed design.



Équilibre
Napkin Ring

Design Christophe Lhote

Finest materials seeking 
a balance between volume 
and lightness, spectacular 
and refinement.



Équilibre
Napkin Ring

Design Christophe Lhote

A napkin ring as an invitation 
to contemplate or to play 
but always to share.



Merlin
Candlestick

Design Charlotte Juillard

The mysterious central sculpture 
confronts the branches fineness 
to sublimate a table layout.



Merlin
Candlestick

Design Charlotte Juillard

Merlin candlestick offers 
a true magic and 
evolutive experience.



Swing
Napkin Ring

Design Salima Thakker

Movements and sophisticated 
design details brings to table 
layout an ultimate dimension.



Swing
Napkin Ring

Design Salima Thakker

A beauty table jewel 
as a bracelet to entwine 
a napkin with elegance.



Wings
Pique-fleurs

Design Marta Bakowski

Composing a delicate bouquet of 
flowers with Wings pique-fleurs 
brings an artistic emotions full 
of forms and transparency.



Wings
Pique-fleurs

Design Marta Bakowski

Playing with lights and colors 
creates an intimate table design.



Pure
Carafe

Design Flavien Delbergue

As new art of living, Pure 
becomes a table companion 
and beyond. Never left apart, 
always visible. 



Pure
Carafe

Design Flavien Delbergue

Formal simplicity and colorful 
geometry hides sophisticated 
craftship techniques.



First collections
Collection specifications

Merlin
This candlestick is composed of 
2, 3, 4 or 6 branches silver-plated
or pink gold. The sculpture is available
in two colors.

Dimensions:
Height 48cm - Width 38cm

Noé
The collection is proposed with a tray
of 3 different sizes with single or double 
candlesticks and/or single-flower vases 
(silver-plated or gold flash).

Dimensions:
Single & double base unit
(H 18cm - W 13cm), 
Single & double top unit
(H 25.5cm - W 13cm).

Wings
The collection is available in silver-plated 
or gold flash.

Dimensions:
Height 11.5cm - Width 28cm - Depth 18.5cm

Pure
Available in 4 colors (navy, powder pink, 
green or pearl grey). Other options on 
request.

Dimensions:
Height 23cm - Width 8cm

Équilibre
The collection is presented in two versions 
(silver-plated or gold-flash). 

Dimensions:
Lenght 8cm - Width 7,5cm

Swing
The collection is proposed in silver 0,925.

Dimensions: 
Length 12cm - Width 4cm



michael.mazzoni@mireille1926.com

4, rue Maria Deraismes
75 017 Paris

France

https://mireille1926.com
Instagram: mireille.1926


